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This work is devoted to the study of the existence of an unbounded continuum of
periodic solutions that appear by Hopf bifurcation in non-linear delay differential
equations. Our main objective is to give a theorem that guarantees the appearance
of an unbounded continuum of periodic solutions. Furthermore, the verification of
the hypotheses requires much less effort than the known results in the literature.
In the last section some applications to examples already studied show the power
of the theorem. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
To prove the existence of periodic solutions of Autonomous Retarded
Functional Differential Equations is, in some cases, equivalent to proving
that an appropriate operator has a fixed point. In our case, we want to
show that the Retarded Functional Differential Equation
x t s F x , « , « g 0, ` , F 0, « s 0, 1.1 .  . .  .  .Ç t
has periodic solutions.
Such a situation arises in the case of a Hopf bifurcation from a constant
periodic solution, for example, x s 0, to a nonconstant periodic solution
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when some parameter varies. This can be obtained using a theorem due to
w xNussbaum 6 . We use a different version of Nussbaum's Theorem, namely
w x4, Theorem 11.3.1 .
w x n.Let r G 0, C s C yr, 0 , R be the space of continuous functions from
w x n 5 5yr, 0 to R with the sup norm ? . Let V be a neighborhood of zero in
1 .  nC, and BC V s f : V ª R : f is continuous and bounded on V and f
4has a Frechet derivative, ­ fr­f, continuous and bounded on V . WeÂ
1 . < < 1  <  . < < . . <4define in BC V the norm f s sup f f q ­ fr­f f so thatBC V .
1 .BC V becomes a Banach space.
 .Consider now Eq. 1.1 and suppose that F is continuous together with
its first and second derivative in f and « , for any f g C, « g R, and
 . w . n  .F 0, « s 0, « g R. Let L, f : C = 0, ` ª R be given by L c , « s
 . .  .  .  .­ Fr­f 0, « c and f c , « s F c , « y L c , « , and consider the equa-
tions
y t s L y , « 1.2 .  .  .Ç t
x t s L x , « q f x , « . 1.3 .  .  .  .Ç t t
 .Then L is linear and continuous, f is completely continuous, f 0, « s 0,
 . . w .  .and ­ fr­f 0, « s 0, « g 0, ` . The characteristic equation for 1.2 is
given for
det D l s 0, D l s lI y L elI . 1.4 .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .For any « ) 0, if l « s g « " ib « are characteristic roots of 1.4 ,
 .then C can be decomposed in the form C s P [ Q where P s P « andl l l
 .  .  .Q s Q « are invariant under the solution operator T t, « f s x f, « ,l t
 .f g C, « ) 0 of 1.2 . Let the projection operators defined by the above
decomposition to be p and I y p , and let P be the range of p .l l l l
Let K be a closed convex subset of C containing the origin and, for a
w . w .fixed r ) 0, let t : K = r, ` ª r, ` be a continuous function and, for
 . w .  .t f, « greater than the delay, define A: K = 0, ` ª C by A f, « s
 .  4  .x f, « , f g K R 0 , A 0, « s 0. We assume the following hypothe-t f , « .
ses.
HYPOTHESIS 1. If « s 0, the linear Retarded Functional Differential
 .Equation 1.2 has the simple purely imaginary characteristic roots, l s0
 .  ."ib 0 and the characteristic roots other than "ib 0 ha¨e negati¨ e real
part.
Ç  ..HYPOTHESIS 2. Re l 0 ) 0.
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In this paper we are able to demonstrate the following result.
 .  .MAIN THEOREM. Consider Eqs. 1.2 , 1.3 with the abo¨e conditions on
L and f , and assume the following hypotheses hold:
 .  .a There is d ) 0 such that A x, « s x implies « ) d .1 1
 .  n..  n..b If « is a sequence such that, for each n g N, l « sng N
 n..  n..  .  n..g « " ib « is a characteristic root of 1.2 with g « s 0 then
 n..g « ) 0.Ç
 . 5  .5 5 5 4c d s inf p f, « , f g K, f s 1 ) 0.l« . 00
 .  .  . 4If S s Cl x, « g K = r, ` , x / 0, A x, « s x and S is the closed0
 .connected component of S containing 0, « , then S is unbounded.0 0
The demonstration of this theorem depends upon many results mostly
known, in particular on the following result.
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose the following conditions are fulfilled:
 . w xi There is an « ) 0 such that, for any « g 0, « the characteristic0 0
 .  .  .  .  .  .root l « s g « " ib « of 1.2 satisfies g 0 s 0 and g 0 ) 0.Ç
 .ii There are a con¨ex, closed set K : C containing the origin and a
w .  .continuous function t : K = r, ` ª r, ` by r ) 0 such that A: K =
 .  .  .  4  .r, ` ª C gi¨ en for A f, « s x f, « , f g K R 0 , A 0, « s 0,t f , « .
 .« ) 0 is completely continuous, and AK ; K, where t f, « is the returning
time to K.
 . 5 5 5 5 4iii inf p f ; f g K, f s 1 ) 0.l« .
Then 0 g C is the ejecti¨ e point of A.
w x w xTaboas 7, 8 correctly observed that Hale 5, Theorem 3.1 supposedÂ
5 5 5 5n s n d s inf p f , f s d , f g K ) 0 1.5 4 .  .  .l
just on the initial conditions and in the proof of this theorem the fact that
 . w  .x1.5 was valid for any t g 0, t f . Therefore a proof that this can really
w xbe done is needed. Taboas overcome this difficulty in 7, 8 assuming thatÂ
5 5 5 5n d s inf p x , x s x ?, f , f g K , f s d ) 0. 1.6 4 .  .  .  .l t t t
 .0FtFt f
We want to remark that it is not an easy task to show that condition
 .  .1.5 holds; and it is even more difficult to prove that 1.6 holds. As an
w xexample see 1, 2, 8, 9 . Our principal objective is to overcome this
difficulty.
In practice, the verification of the hypotheses in Nussbaum's Theorem
requires the discussion of special properties of each problem. Trying to
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w xappease this difficulty, Hale and Chow 4, Theorem 11.3 gave a series of
conditions, that once satisfied, guarantee that the hypotheses in Nuss-
baum's Theorem are satisfied. In our case, we need to verify only condition
 .iii in Nussbaum's Theorem. If a characteristic root crosses the imaginary
axis at « , then we only need to verify that condition for compact intervalsk
containing another element of the sequence.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If all solutions go away from a neighborhood of
the origin in C we have nothing to demonstrate. So we may suppose that
all solutions return to a neighborhood of the zero and then apply the
w xCentral Manifold Theorem, see Hale and Lunel 4, Theorem 10.2.1 . Since
 .   .for each « , then map t f, « s t is continuous then t s max t f, « :f f
4  .f g K exists. Choose a sufficiently small neighborhood of zero V 0, d ;1
 .  .C. For each f g V 0, d , the continuity of the operator T t, « and of the1
 .  .  .fact that T 0, « s 0, imply that V 0, d can be chosen so that x f, « g1 t
 . w xB 0, h for some h ) 0 and for all t g 0, t . Suppose, by contradiction,1 1 f
n  .  .  .for any n g N, A f g V 0, d for all f g V 0, d . Since x f, « g1 1 t
 .B 0, h for t G 0 it follows from the Central Manifold Theorem in Hale1
w x  .  .and Lunel 4, Theorem 10.2.1 that x f, « ª v f, « as t ª `. Putt
 .  .  .h s 1r2 h and we consider the neighborhood V 0, h . Since x f, « ª1 t
 . U  .  . Uv f, « there is t such that x f, « f V 0, h for all t ) t , and this is at
contradiction.
Proof of Main Theorem. It is sufficient to prove that the hypotheses of
Nussbaum's Theorem are satisfied. Suppose that the first characteristic
 .  .root of 1.2 crosses the imaginary axis when « s « . Using b , we there0
 .see that at the point 0, « appears an unbounded continuum of non-null0
 .  .periodic solutions. Since the solution operator of 1.2 is compact, A f, «
 .  .is completely continuous. Thus, Theorem 1.1 hypothesis iv in Nuss-
baum's Theorem is satisfied.
 .Next, suppose that condition iii of Nussbaum's Theorem is not satisfied
and derive a contradiction. There is a compact interval J , « f J and0 0 0
 n..  n. n...sequences t ; J and x f , t ; K , such thatn g N 0 t n g N
5 n. n..5 n. n.. n. . 5 n. 5 5 5x f, t - 1rn. Write x f, t [ x t , x [ max x , t Gt t t
4 n. . n. . 5 n. 50 , and y t [ x t r x . We have that
1 1
n. n. n. n.y t s x t s F x t , t .  .  .Ç Ç  .n. n.5 5 5 5x x
1
n. n. n. n. n. n.s L y t , t q F x t , t y L x t , t . .  .  . .  .  .n.5 5x
Since f is differentiable and its derivative is L, the second summand on
5 n. 5the right hand side of the equation above goes to zero as x ª 0.
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Since y n. is periodic for any n and J is compact, we have that0
n. n. .  . n. .  .t ª t , y t ª y t , y t ª y t uniformly on compact sets of R,Ç Ç
 .and y t is continuously differentiable. Appealing to Ascoli's Theorem and
n. . n. .remembering that y t and y t are uniformly bounded, we have thatÇ
 .the limit y t satisfies the differential equation
y t s L y t , t . .  . .Ç
w xFrom the result in 4 it follows that the above equation has a periodic
solution if and only if its characteristic equation has a root which is purely
imaginary. Hence t s « n. for sure n G 1 from which t g J and « f J .0 0 0
5  .5In particular we only need to prove the inequality inf p f, ? , f g K,l« .
5 5 4 n.f s 1 ) 0 when « s « . This means that f has nonzero projection on
to the unstable manifold corresponding to the characteristic root which
crosses the imaginary axis at « . This is equivalent to proving that0
5  .5 5 5 4inf p f, ? , f g K, f s 1 ) 0. Theorem 1.1 implies thatl« .0
5  .5 5 5 4inf p f, ? , f g K, f s 1 does not approach zero. This is ourl« .0
 .required contradiction. Thus the hypothesis iii of the Nussbaum's Theo-
rem is satisfied.
2. EXAMPLES
In this section, we will apply our results to two equations already studied
w xin the literature. See 3, 5, 1, 2 .
w xEXAMPLE 1. Consider Wright's equation 9 ,
z t s ya z t y 1 1 q z t 2.1 .  .  .  .Ç
with real parameter a ) 0. This equation has been studied by various
w xauthors 3, 5 . We know that z s 0 is an asymptotically stable solution of
 .2.1 when 0 - a - pr2 and an unstable solution when a ) pr2.
 .The linear part of Eq. 2.1 is given by
z t s ya z t y 1 . 2.2 .  .  .Ç
In order to use our results, we need some information about the
behavior of the zeros of the characteristic polynomial
lel s ya . 2.3 .
 .It is known that when a s pr2, Eq. 2.3 has two purely imaginary roots
 .  .b a s "i pr2 . For each a ) pr2, a near pr2, there is a unique pair
 .  .  .of conjugate roots of 2.3 , l a and l a . Moreover if a s pr2 q 2np ,n
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 .  .  .n g N, there is a pair l a s g a " ib a of characteristic roots suchn n n
 .  .that g a s 0 and g a ) 0.Çn n
 .LEMMA 2.1. Equation 2.1 has a Hopf Bifurcation at a s pr2.
w xThe proof of this result follows from 4, Lemma 11.4.1 and the Theorem
of the Hopf Bifurcation.
 .  .Let x f, a be the solution of Eq. 2.1 through f. It is clear that
 . .  .x f, a t ) y1, t G 0 whenever f 0 ) y1. Also, it is clear that there is
 . .no t ) 0 such that x f, a t s 0, t ) t unless f s 0.0 0
 .Let K be the class of all functions f g C such that f u G 0, y1 - u
 .F 0, f y1 s 0, f nondecreasing and which satisfies a Lipschitz condi-
 4tion with constant N. Then K is a compact cone. For each f g K R 0
and a ) 1, let
z f , a s min t : x f , a t s 0, x f , a t ) 0 . 4 .  .  .  .  .Ç
w xUsing 4, Lemma 11.4.2 we may can state this minimum exists, that
 .  . .z f, a ) 2, and that x f, a t is positive and nondecreasing on the
  .  . .  .  .interval z f, a , z f, a q 1 . Consequently, if t f, a s z f, a q 1
w .  .  .then the mapping A: K = 0, ` ª C given by A f, a s x f, a ,t f , a .
 .f / 0, A 0, a s 0, is completely continuous from the cone K into itself.
 .  .w  .x w .Hence F f, a s af y1 1 q f 0 takes bounded sets of K = 0, ` into
 . w xbounded sets of C and t f, a is continuous. Hale and Lunel 4, 11.4
gave more details.
 .LEMMA 2.2. If J is a compact inter¨ al in pr2, ` , then0
5 5 5 5m s inf p f : f g K , f s 1, a g J , a f J ) 0. . 4la . 0 0 0
5 5Proof. By the Main Theorem it is sufficient to prove that m s p :la .n
5 5 4  .  .f g K, f s 1, n ) 1 ) 0. For each f g C, let p f s F C, f ,la . an n
 < . < < < 4a ) pr2, n ) 1. We want to prove that inf c , f : f g K, f s 1 ) 0.n a n
< <  .  .  .  .If f g K, f s 1, then f 0 s 1 and c , f s R f q iI f , wherean
 .  .  .R f and I f mean, respectively, the real and imaginary part of c , f .
Then we have
0
g uq1.R f s 1 y a f u e cos b u q 1 du .  .  . .Hn
y1
0 yg uq1.I f s a f u e sen b u q 1 du . .  .  . .Hn
y1
Suppose that for some n ) 0 the infimum is zero. Since K is compact0
 .  .  .there is f g K such that p f s 0. Then I f s 0 whence R f s0 a 0 0 0n0
 .1, contradicting the fact that p f s 0.a 0n0
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w xUsing this lemma and Hale and Lunel 4, Lemmas 11.4.3 and 11.4.5 the
conditions of Theorem 1.1 and of the Main Theorem are satisfied, and
thus we can conclude that the hypotheses in Nussbaum's Theorem are
satisfied too. Therefore S is unbounded where0
S s Cl f , a g K = 1, ` : A f , « s f , f / 0 4 .  .  .
p
S s closed connected component of S that contains 0, .0  /2
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the Retarded Functional Differential Equations
w xalready studied in 1, 2 ,
x t s ya x t q aF x t y 1 , 2.4 .  .  .  . .Ç
2 2  .where F: R ª R , F s F , F , a ) 0, and suppose that there is an1 2
2 a b5  .5  .  . w xM ) 0 such that F x - M for all x , x g R . Let A s JF 0 s ,1 2 yb a
 2 2 .1r2  .b ) a ) 0, g \ a q b , where JF 0 is the Jacobian matrix of F at
zero.
Suppose
 .  . .  . .H F x ax q bx ) 0, ax q bx / 0; F x ybx q ax ) 0,1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2
ybx q ax / 0; and1 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H In III, F x - y arb F x ; in V, F x ) bra F x ; in2 2 1 2 1
 .  .  .  .  .  .VII, F x ) y arb F x ; and in IX, F x - y bra F x ,2 1 2 1
where the regions III, V, VII, IX are defined in Fig. 1.
w xGodoy and Dos Reis in 2, Theorem 5 proved that there is a ) 0 such0
 .that Eq. 2.4 has a Hopf Bifurcation with the appearance of unbounded
continuum of periodic solutions.
Consider now the equation
x t s ya x t q a Ax t y 1 . 2.5 .  .  .  .Ç
w xGodoy and Dos Reis in 2, Theorem 1 proved that, if g - 1, the null
 .solution of 2.5 is asymptotically stable. If g ) 1, then there is a a ) 0,0
 .such that the null solution of 2.4 is unstable. If g ) 1 and a - 1, then
 .there is a ) 0 and there are no characteristic roots of Eq. 2.5 with0
positive real part when 0 - a - a . If g ) 1 and a ) 1, then there is a0
 .characteristic root of Eq. 2.5 with positive real part for all a ) 0, and if
 .g ) 1 and a - 1 resp. g ) 1, and a ) 1 , there is a sequence
w xa , a , . . . , a , of real values such that in the interval a , a , the0 1 n n nq1
 .  .characteristic equation of 2.5 has exactly n q 1 resp. n q 2 roots with
positive real and imaginary parts.
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FIGURE 1
 .  .Let K be the class of all functions f g C, f s f , f , f y1 G 0,1 2 1
 .  .  .  . lu w x0 F f u F bra f u , f u e nondecreasing for any u g y1, 0 , and2 1 1
Ç5 5there is N ) 0 such that f F N.
w xGodoy and Dos Reis 2 proved that for each f g K there is a finite
 .time t , which is the first return to K, that is x f, a g K. The mapf tf
 .  .A f, a s x f, a , is then completely continuous.tf w xFrom the proof of Theorem 1 in 2 , there is l such that Re l ) 0 and
0 - Im l - pr2.
The bilinear form defined in CU = C is given by
0 u
c , f s c 0 f 0 y c s y u dh u f s ds. .  .  .  .  .  .H H
y1 0
 .Let n be a non-null solution of D l n s 0
a b ylD l s a q l I y a e , .  . yb a
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U U  .and let ¨ be a non-null solution of ¨ D l s 0. Then the functions
 . lt w x  . U yl s w xr t s e n , t g y1, 0 and c s s ¨ e , s g 0, 1 are eigenfunctions
associated to l of the operator A and AU , respectively.
5 5 5 5 4We want to prove that inf p f , f g K, f s 1 ) 0. It is sufficient tol
 . 5 5 4 U  .prove that inf c , f , f g K, f s 1 ) 0. We can choose ¨ s 1, yi
 .   ..  . U  . U ylayu .and h u s h u . Then c 0 s ¨ , c a y u s ¨ e .i j 2=2
If l s l q il , 0 - l - pr2, then we have1 2 2
0 yl  sq1.1Re c , f s f 0 q a e cos l s q 1 af s q bf s ds .  .  .  .  . .H1 2 1 2
y1
0 yl  sq1.1q a e sen l s q 1 bf s y af s ds .  .  . .H 2 1 2
y1
0 yl  sq1.1Im c , f s yf 0 y a e .  . H2
y1
=sen l s q 1 af s q bf s ds .  .  . .2 1 2
0 yl  sq1.1q a e cos l s q 1 bf s y af s ds. .  .  . .H 2 1 2
y1
5 5 5 5 4If inf p f : f g K : f s d s 0, it follows from the fact that K isl
compact that there is f such that the infimum is attained. Since b ) a ) 00
the functions appearing in the integral are positive and continuous, and
therefore f s 0.0
 .The existence of a ) 0 such that a ) a whenever A x, a s x was1 1
w xproved by Dos Reis and Godoy in 1 . Then the conditions in Theorem 1.1
and the Main Theorem are satisfied. Therefore, the Hypotheses of Nuss-
baum's Theorem are satisfied, and S is unbounded.0
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